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Under lath went up to $ 800!
Experts agree that the bottom will fall. Estimates for 2015 for between $ 800-1050

EVOLUTION OF SMALL 

FOREIGN NEWS - According to analysts, 2015 will be the year under losses. In 2001, 256 in 2011 dollars
based on the gold price per ounce to $ 2,000 limit is going upside down by the Fed's monetary policy.
Estimates agreed to continue to decline, though different analysts. ABN Amro forecast year-end 1100, is
expected to end 2015 around $ 800. JP Morgan estimated 1,220 in 2015 dollars. Known for its predictions in
the precious metals by Oversea Chinese Banking Corp analyst Barnabas Gan, the $ 1,000 is not six
surprise. Goldman Sachs analyst Jeffrey Currie's year-end forecast at 1,050 dollars.

Gold has become one of the most popular investment vehicles after 2001. Up to $ 256 an ounce in 2001 the
price of gold rose to $ 1,921 in 2011. 650 percent of the value of the said period, winning gold in 2012 at
lArIndAndI preferences of investors. In 2013 the US central bank (Fed) has completed a decrease under the
influence of monetary policy. Gold is expected to finish in decline this year. According to 2015 estimates will
satisfy the gold investor losses will be the year for gold. A new one was added to the estimations for gold.
Financial institutions ABN Amro, dropping to $ 1,100 per ounce of gold would predict that this year, 2015, he
predicted will finish in the $ 800. ABN Amro, metal, wave of sales, reported gains of the dollar will probably
expand with the expectation that further deepened. ABN Amro analyst Georgette Boele, in its report, Boel,
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"The rally in the US dollar, especially if the more hawkish Fed this year, even more time," he said. Boel in its
report, is still considered the sake of the investors in that position miiktar and recent data show that these
positions fall moderately, adding that it is possible that the increase of sales. 

JP Morgan dropped 4 percent 

ABN Amro has made the most pessimistic forecast for gold. However, other financial institutions also agree
on the gold will decline further. JP Morgan lowered its average gold investor and low forecasts for 2015 by
drawing attention to consumer demand. Bank, next year the average price forecast lowered by reducing 4
percent to $ 1,220. The Bank's statement, "Both gold investors both in Asia West was not in the market for a
significant portion of the year. Low inflation and the fall in the inflamed tudes's expectations for the future, to
be at the door of the interest rate rise in the US dollar and strong enough to cause you to lose power of
gold, "the statement said. 

The retention of valuable metals estimated at Oversea Chinese Banking Corp analyst Barnabas Gan, was
found in an estimated 13 percent decline in the coming years will come into gold. "Depending on the and the
growth rate of the global economy, the US economy price per ounce of $ 1,000, or even may even fall
further below," said Gan, the world's two biggest consumers might not be enough to stop the decline under
the demands of China and India, he said. These two countries, covering more than half of global demand.
China's demand in the second quarter decreased 52 percent had decreased to 192.5 tons. 

Goldman Sachs, Societe Generale expectations from the participants in the fall. France's Societe Michael
Haigh, $ 1000 and under the yellow metal in parallel with the improvement in stroke decline in oil prices and
the US economy, he said the possibility of strong. Goldman Sachs analyst Jeff rey Currie, predicted that the
end of 2014 gold sold at $ 1,050. Professor Campbell R. Harvey Duke University, in earlier statements,
inflamed when considering the speed of month end, it was more of the precious metal prices drop area and
he said he could decline to $ 800 an ounce. 

Output short-lived 

Fed meeting and the remaining gold below the 1,180 level after US growth data from the re-entry last week
into the selling pressure and dropped to 1130 levels. However, expectations are less than in the US non-
farm payrolls on Friday, gold pulled from one to 1.72 dollars. Under the short-lived empowerment. The rise
in the stock market, positive US data and reduced investments due to investors getting back into the agenda
of the selling price of gold has retreated to 1,160 dollars. Considering the short-term forecasts, for $ 1,180
for the rise of gold is said that it takes upwards. Otherwise below 1,153 dollars in the first targets of this level
can be tested also recorded 1,146 and 1,137 dollars is broken. As factors that could help in the short term
under the Russia-Ukraine tensions flare is seen.

Dollar against the oil-gold brotherhood!

Strong US Dollar, suppresses commodity markets. Decline in the dollar appreciates raw commodity prices
usually happens is priced in dollars. This mechanism explains the situation experienced oil and under at the
moment. Oil prices fell below the 85 level in June for $ 110 dollars. Gold also fell as much as $ 1,130. Has
traditionally been a correlation between gold and oil, and those ties have reached the level of the most
powerful state in recent years. US central bank (Fed) will reduce the liquidity in the market expectations
spekületif investments while reducing the incentives end, raises some trouble in demand slowdown in the
European economy. Dollars on the winning side in this process, the oil side, with gold falling. On the other
hand, oil, affecting the gold price. Fall in oil prices, which means that pulled down energy costs fall in
inflation. Gold is seen as a safe haven investment against inflation. This eliminates the need to keep
throwing gold attenuation. In the same way, which means that rise in demand and prices of oil prices below.
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Investments will be made under
careful!
Yaşar University Associate Head of the
Department of Economics. Dr. Halaç
said short and medium term, the focus
should be away from the golden choice

'Maximum benefits gram gold
makes the'
Istanbul Gold Refinery, Gold Banking
Manager Yasar, "Gram gold investment
products to investors in physical gold is
accepted as the gold that provides the
most benefit," he said

83 grams of gold lira fell 30 cents
BIST Gold Market Index lost 1.25
percent compared to the previous
closing value, 83 grams of gold lira fell
to 30 cents

Çin'n love gold decreased global
demand fell 2 percent
in Q3, according to the World Gold
Council, total demand fell to 929.3 tons
of gold in the world. Bunda 37 percent
decline in China's demand was
effective. Compensate for the decline
was 60 percent while India's growing
demand for jewelery

84 pounds grams of gold rose 85
cents
BIST Gold Market Index gained 0.92 per
cent compared to the previous closing

84 pounds of gold closed at 40
cents
BIST Gold Market Index was down 1.20
percent compared to the previous
closing
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Gold fell to the lowest level in 4.5 years

Gold rallied today,
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